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University of Minnesota, Morris mission
The University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM)
provides a rigorous undergraduate liberal arts
education, preparing its students to be global
citizens who value and pursue intellectual growth,
civic engagement, intercultural competence,
and environmental stewardship. As a public land
grant institution, UMM is a center for education,
culture, and research for the region, nation,
and world. UMM is committed to outstanding
teaching, dynamic learning, innovative faculty
and student scholarship and creative activity, and
public outreach. Our residential academic setting
fosters collaboration, diversity, and a deep sense
of community.
The University of Minnesota is committed to the
policy that all persons shall have equal access to
its programs, facilities, and employment without
regard to race, color, creed, religion, national
origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, public
assistance status, veteran status, or sexual
orientation.
Photo at left: The photo collage shows various
stages in the construction of the Green Prairie
Living and Learning Community. Learn more
about the project on page six.
Cover photo: Students enjoy warm spring days
on the mall.

chancellor’s message

Message from Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
One of the aspects of my job that I enjoy the most is the opportunity to introduce the
campus to newcomers. When I do this, I often use the words legacy and history.
“There is almost no other campus in the country that has a history like this one,”
I say (because it’s true). “There is almost no other campus in the country that shares
in our particular legacy,” I remark, because that is also true.
Legacy implies a connection to the past, and the word suggests that those of us who are
presently privileged to live and work in this community have inherited something important,
something precious to be treasured, nurtured, and preserved for generations to come.
By virtue of our presence on this campus, on these lands, we have a special connection
to a past that is most distinctive.
We are connected to the indigenous peoples who first made their homes here, to
the families of the farm children who first came to high school here. Those of us here
in the present—faculty, students, and staff—are connected to the generations who have
preceded us at this public liberal arts college and to those who will come to live and
learn here in the future.
Legacy also speaks to responsibility. It speaks to our obligations as stewards—of the
land, of the environment, and of the financial resources that allow us to conduct our
mission and that come from multiple sources. The educational experience that we
are able to provide here comes from the allocation of state funds, which supports
the idea of the public good of public higher education. Our financial resources
come from student tuition dollars and the families who sacrifice to send their
sons and daughters here to live and learn. They also come from those of you
who believe in the mission of this campus, who benefited from the generosity
of others when you were students here, and who give back to ensure that this
legacy is preserved.
With our inheritance, with our legacy, comes a responsibility to preserve
the values and the commitments that have made us who we are today and that
will shape us in the future. Those of you who give—to the Alumni Annual Fund,
to support scholarships and to support value-added student experiences like
undergraduate research and study abroad—play a critical role in allowing us to
fulfill that distinctive public liberal arts mission that is part of the University of
Minnesota, Morris legacy, the inheritance that will sustain those who live and work
here in the future.
This issue of Profile highlights many individuals who are part of Morris’s
history and its legacy—faculty, staff, alumni, and friends who work every day
to preserve the legacy of this place, with an eye to the future so that the kind of
educational experience we provide today can continue into—and be relevant—for
generations to come.
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giving news

Message from Maddy Maxeiner, vice chancellor for external relations
Greetings, alumni and friends.
We hope you enjoy this issue of Profile. Our theme is the idea of legacy and the many ways in which we celebrate
legacies at Morris. This issue features vignettes of several legacy families and the stories of alumni couples who
chose to celebrate their unions on the campus where they met and fell in love. We have also included a brief history
of Louie’s Lower Level, along with photos of the recent redesign.
We are pleased to introduce a new feature that brings you updates from each academic division. This feature
is brought to you by Profile editor Jenna Reiser Ray ’10, who began her writer/editor duties at Morris this past fall.
As a student at Morris, Jenna majored in English, multicultural studies, and theatre arts. We are very pleased to
welcome her back in a professional capacity.
Philanthropy and legacy go hand in hand. Thank you for supporting our students because you care about
extending an effective education to those who are motivated. Thank you for supporting our faculty and staff
because they are doing the work that prepares students to be involved citizens and effective leaders. And thank you for keeping Morris
vital through your good words, your engagement, and your gifts. That is your collective and powerful legacy!

Giving to Morris
In partnership with the University of Minnesota
Foundation, 100 percent of all gifts designated
to Morris are received by and invested in the
Morris campus. The Foundation serves as the
legal, charitable entity for the University system.
The Morris campus welcomes all forms of
financial gifts in any amount in support of its
mission and in pursuit of strategic goals. There
are many ways to give, and we are happy to
assist you in determining the best way based
on your individual situation. Read “Ways to
Give” at morris.umn.edu/givetomorris, then
contact a development team member for a
personal consultation.
Maddy Maxeiner ’76
vice chancellor for external relations
320-589-6386
maxeinme@morris.umn.edu
Susan Schmidgall
development officer
320-589-6160
sschmidg@morris.umn.edu
Carla Riley ’85
director of alumni relations and annual giving
320-589-6066
rileycj@morris.umn.edu

Scholarship Jubilee Serves as a Celebration
of Giving

On Saturday, November 17, 2012, the University of Minnesota, Morris celebrated its
annual Scholarship Jubilee. Attended by nearly 300 students and family members as
well as donors, faculty, and staff, this was the largest event in the history of the Jubilee. In
addition to a brunch, guests were treated to remarks by Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson;
Vice Chancellor for External Relations Maddy Maxeiner ’76; Madison D. Anderson ’13,
Circle Pines, recipient of the American Indian Legacy Scholarship; and Chairwoman
Karen Diver of the Fond du Lac Band of Lake
Superior Chippewa, which supports the American Indian Legacy Scholarship.
Some recipients of the American Indian Legacy Scholarship pose with Chairwoman
Diver. Back: Kaitlin Danielson ’14, Lakeville; Natasha Myhal ’15, Parma Heights,
Ohio. Front: Madison Anderson ’13, Circle Pines; Karen Diver; Alexandra Myhal ’14,
Parma Heights, Ohio.
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Janell Kolden ’89
gift and stewardship administrator
320-589-6456
koldenj@morris.umn.edu
Laura Thielke ’95
gift funds specialist
320-589-6494
thielkel@morris.umn.edu
Jeff Lamberty ’99
office and project specialist
320-589-6386
lamberjj@morris.umn.edu
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Visit Fund Development online.
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“I was really excited to find out that
I had received the Dr. Dorothybelle
McCree Kaufman Memorial
Scholarship. I would like to become
a doctor, and I have a lot of schooling
ahead of me. With this scholarship
I can continue to go to school and,
hopefully, achieve my dream of
becoming a doctor so that I can
help people.”
—Kiersty K. Jehoich ’16,
Saint Cloud,
inaugural recipient
of the Dr. Dorothybelle
McCree Kaufman
Memorial Scholarship

In Memory of Dr. Edward John Kaufman
Dr. Edward John Kaufman—a beloved centenarian of Green
Valley, Arizona, and Appleton, Minnesota—passed away on
October 12, 2012, at the age of 102. Born on March 20, 1910,
Dr. Kaufman was preceded in death by his beloved wife of
71 years, Dr. Dorothybelle McCree Kaufman.
Drs. Ed and Dorothybelle were generous, long-time donors
to the University of Minnesota, Morris. Believing strongly in the
value of education, they made numerous gifts to benefit student
scholarships over the years, endowing four scholarships in honor
of their parents. Each year, the McCree/Kaufman Scholarships
are presented to students who demonstrate academic excellence
and potential in their fields— the A. Amos McCree Scholarship
to a student majoring in mathematics, the Andrew J. Kaufman
Scholarship to a student majoring in the natural sciences, the
Kate McCoy Kaufman Scholarship to a student majoring in
elementary education, and the Alice Mills McCree Scholarship
to a theatre arts major.
In addition to the four existing McCree/Kaufman
Scholarships, in 2012 the Dr. Dorothybelle McCree Kaufman
Memorial Scholarship was established by Dr. Edward Kaufman
in honor of his late wife. Collectively, the Kaufman and McCree
scholarship funds have provided scholarships to more than 100
Morris students.

Drs. Edward and Dorothybelle Kaufman met while
attending the University of Minnesota Medical School,
graduated in 1935, and later practiced medicine in Appleton.
Dr. Kaufman retired from medicine in 1976 and became
president of Minnesota Farms Company. He also served as
president of the local school board, as honorary chair of the
Project Health Care Campaign, and as an active member of the
Appleton Businessmen’s Association. Dr. Kaufman also lobbied
for the establishment of a public television station in Appleton
and was instrumental in securing
federal funding for what is now the
Appleton Municipal Hospital.
Drs. Edward and Dorothybelle
Kaufman are survived by their
children Juliana Kaufman Rupert,
Dr. Edward Andrew Kaufman
(Martha), and Adele Kaufman,
along with six grandchildren and
six great-grandchildren.
We humbly thank the
Drs. Kaufman for their years of
generosity and service. They will
be truly missed.
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Education
• In October, seventeen elementary education seniors traveled to Chicago with Carol Cook, professor
of elementary education, and Gwen Rudney, professor and Division of Education chair, to teach in diverse,
urban classrooms. This is the nineteenth group of Morris students to choose this experience, which
includes interaction with children and teachers as well as instructional planning and implementation,
reflection, and discussion.
• The Teacher Education Advisory Committee met on Monday, November 26, to address such broad topics
as best practices for clinical supervision and how to achieve them for teacher candidates and teachers as
well as how to support teachers as they work to address the achievement gap in our schools. In
attendance were Principal Ken Gagner, Morris Area Elementary School; Superintendent Scott Monson,
Morris Area Schools; Principal Nels Onstad, West Central Schools; Principal Todd Goggleye, Kennedy
Elementary School; Courtney Lee, Kennedy Elementary School teacher; Amy Millard, Morris Area
Elementary School teacher, as well as Morris faculty members Carol Cook, Ken Emo, Wendy Emo,
Judy Kuechle, Michelle Page, and Gwen Rudney.
• Corey Johnson ’14, Redwood Falls, and Claire Goodrich ’14, Rochester, were two of only four
peer-elected representatives to attend the National Education Association Student Program
2012 Fall Connections Conference in November.

Humanities
• The Division of the Humanities welcomed a number of honored lecturers—Jay Parini (Barber Lecture),
Michael Huemer and Russ Shafer-Landau (37th Midwest Philosophy Colloquium), and Lance Olson
(Honors lecture).
• The HFA Gallery presented Amy Toscani’s Wrestling with Yourself and Others, Emily Lyman’s ’06 Hardware,
Liz Miller and David Hamlow’s You Complete Me, and LOCAL COLOR: Artists from the Lake Region—
curated by Michael Eble, associate professor of studio art.
• The Theatre Arts Discipline presented The Laramie Project: Ten Years Later, directed by Ray Schultz,
associate professor of theatre arts, and God of Carnage, directed by Siobhan Bremer, associate
professor of theatre arts.
• Bradley Deane, associate professor of English, was honored for his scholarship by the North American
Victorian Studies Association.
• Ken Hodgson, associate professor of music, directed his thirty-fourth and final Carol Concert.
• Work by Sarah Buchanan, associate professor of French, was accepted for presentation at the Conseil
International d’Études francophones, a premier organization in the field.
• Led by Mary Elizabeth Bezanson, professor of communication, media, and rhetoric, students in Advanced
Public Speaking presented their first public forum debates.
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• Bill ’96 and Kari D. Roberts, MD ’95 served as the featured speakers in the 2012 Latterell Visiting
Alumnus Lecture.
• The Computer Science Discipline donated 31 computer systems to PCs for People.
• Work by Jon Anderson, professor of statistics, Stephen Burks, associate professor of economics and
management, Manjari Govada ‘12, Tricia Steffen ‘11, Chris Thorne ‘11, Vasileia Varvarigou, and
Stefanos Kales was featured on ScienceNOW.
• Students from Experimental Physics presented results from balloon flights at Café Scientifique, which
was supported in part by a grant from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute through the Precollege
Science Education Program.
• Jessica Orth ’12, Sleepy Eye, accepted the Gertrude M. Cox Scholarship for Women in Graduate
Statistics Programs at the 2012 Joint Statistical Meeting of the American Statistical Association in San
Diego, California. Funds from the Alumni Annual Fund helped support her trip.
• Samuel Gockel ‘13, Saint Paul, received a GlaxoSmithKline fellowship.
• Funding from donors to the Science and Math Alumni Funds allowed 50 students to present research
at national and regional science and math conferences.

Social Science
• Along with the Commission on Women, the Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies Discipline
introduced a new series of faculty-led presentations entitled “Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies
Works in Progress: A Discussion Series.”
• Sterling Evans, Louise Welsh chair of Oklahoma, southern plains, and borderlands history at the
University of Oklahoma, served as the featured speaker in the 2012 O. Truman Driggs Distinguished
Lecture in History.
• Christopher Butler, instructor of English, sociology, and honors, was awarded a Fulbright-Hays
Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship for work he is conducting as a graduate student at
the University of California, Santa Cruz.
• Award-winning scholar, author, and activist Mazin Qumsiyeh delivered a lecture entitled “Sharing the
Land of Canaan—Human Rights, the Environment and the Israeli-Palestinian Struggle.”
• In partnership with the Office of Equity, Diversity, and Intercultural Programs, students in Assistant
Professor of Psychology Heather Peters’s Multicultural Psychology class led the campus and local
community in a discussion of microaggressions.
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Campus Accolades
Fiske Guide to Colleges 2013
This year Morris was included in the Fiske Guide to Colleges
2013. Compiled by former New York Times education editor Edward
B. Fiske, a top independent voice in college admissions, Fiske
Guide to Colleges 2013 is a selective, subjective, and systematic
look at more than 300 colleges and universities in the United
States, Canada, and Great Britain. Inclusion is based on a broad
range of subjects including student body, academics, social life,
financial aid, campus setting, housing, food, and extracurricular
activities.
Forbes
For the fourth year in a row, Morris was rated highest of
all public institutions statewide in the Forbes 2012 listing of
“America’s Top Colleges.” The list ranks the 650 foremost
institutions of higher education in the country, based on
assessments in student satisfaction, postgraduate success, student
debt, four-year graduation rate, and academic success. Morris
ranked 53rd in the Midwest and 246th overall.

U.S. Department of Energy
Recognizes University of Minnesota,
Morris Clean Energy Investments

A video released by the U.S. Department of Energy in August
2012 highlights clean energy investments made by the University.
“Clean Energy in Our Community: University of Minnesota
Morris” was produced by Roger Boleman, director of Instructional
and Media Technologies, and Mike Cihak, assistant director of
Instructional and Media Technologies; it was written by David
Ericksen, assistant professor of English.
Morris is nationally recognized for collegiate involvement in
sustainability initiatives through its membership in the American
College & University Presidents Climate Commitment, American
Council of Renewable Energy, Upper Midwest Association for
Campus Sustainability, and the Association for the Advancement
of Sustainability in Higher Education. These programs have had
broad impacts not only on the University campus, but also on the
community as a whole. The video is available at http://z.umn.edu/
morrisenergy.

Kiplinger’s Personal Finance
Morris has been named to the Kiplinger’s Personal Finance list
of 100 best values in public colleges for 2012–13. The ranking
cites four-year schools that combine outstanding education with
economic value. Morris was one of only two Minnesota schools
included on this year’s Best Values list—the other being the
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.
Sierra Club
This year Morris made a significant jump in Sierra magazine’s
“Cool Schools” listing, a ranking of the country’s greenest fouryear colleges. Morris reached 47th in the 2012 ranking after
placing 69th in the 2011 survey. Morris also earned top scores in
two categories and was the only Minnesota school to make this
year’s list. The index, based on a comprehensive questionnaire
submitted by participating colleges, rated schools on their
achievements and strategic approaches to sustainability.
U.S. News and World Report
U.S. News and World Report again listed Morris among the
nation’s Top 10 Public Liberal Arts Colleges. This is the
fourteenth consecutive year in which Morris has been included
on this list. Morris also ranked in the top tier of the National
Liberal Arts Colleges list and was included on an additional list
of schools that value “spirit and hard work” as well as “a broad,
engaged student body.”
Washington Monthly
Morris made a significant leap in Washington Monthly’s annual
ranking of liberal arts colleges. Morris rose 68 places in the
2012 standings, coming in at 105 as compared to 173 in 2011.
It also ranked sixth among the 26 public institutions included
on the list. Washington Monthly rankings are based on social
mobility, research, and service.
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Construction underway on the
Green Prairie Living and Learning
Community

Construction of the new Green Prairie Living and Learning
Community is now underway. McGough Construction, general
contractor for the project, began work in December 2012. The new
facility complements Morris’s focus on environmental sustainability
and marks the first residence hall construction on campus
since 1971.
“The Green Prairie Living and Learning Community
addresses both our need to offer contemporary accessible housing
and our desire to expand summer programming,” says Chancellor
Jacqueline Johnson. “It will complement our campus sustainability
initiatives and provide additional rooms for students who wish to
live on campus.”
Located east of the Saddle Club Barn adjacent to the central
parking lot, the two-story residence hall will provide suite-style
housing for 72 students during the academic year. In the summer
the facility will provide living and learning spaces for students,
researchers, visiting scholars, and citizens engaging in research,
workshops, and programs linked to the community-based renewable
energy platforms in Morris. The Green Prairie Community is
scheduled to be open for student housing in fall 2013. A live view of
the construction site is available at morris.umn.edu/campuscam.

University of Minnesota, Morris: a renewable, sustainable education.
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Morris AISES Chapter named Distinguished Chapter of the Year

The Morris American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) Chapter was named Stelvio J. Zanin Distinguished Chapter
of the Year at the 2012 AISES National Conference, held November 1-3 in Anchorage, Alaska. This honor recognizes overall excellence
and is reserved for the premier chapter in the nation. The Morris chapter also received the 2012 Outreach & Community Service Award.
There were 26 Morris students present at the conference, along with Mary Jo Forbord, Morris Healthy Eating coordinator; Hilda
Ladner, director of Equity, Diversity and Intercultural Programs; Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs; and Tracy
Peterson, associate director of the Multi-Ethnic Student Program. Six students presented research throughout the conference, along with
two students who presented during a breakout session. Alexandra Myhal ’14, Parma Heights, Ohio, took fourth-place honors in the oral
presentations category.
“Our AISES chapter has grown in strength over the last seven years, and these awards are a symbol of students’ success within the
national AISES community,” says Olson-Loy. “We are very proud of our talented students and their dedicated faculty and staff mentors
in the sciences. This national recognition speaks highly of Morris’s contributions to local communities and our support of American
Indian and Alaskan Native students.”
A national non-profit organization, AISES is dedicated to increasing the number of American Indian representatives in the
physical sciences. Joseph Alia, associate professor of chemistry, serves as academic adviser of the Morris chapter. Student officers include
co-chairs Myhal and Melissa Carnicle, ’13 Garretson, South Dakota, and secretary Kelsey Scareshawk ’14, Savage. Madison Anderson ’13,
Circle Pines, serves as the student representative for AISES Region 5 Upper Midwest.

Celebration of Scholarly Accomplishments Showcases Faculty Achievement
In November Morris presented its second Celebration of Scholarly Accomplishments,
an ongoing event showcasing examples of outstanding research and artistic work produced
by faculty and staff. The event, sponsored by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs and Dean, the Office of the Chancellor, Rodney A. Briggs Library,
and the Grants Development Office, featured displays of research and creative activities
undertaken by more than 50 current and retired faculty and staff members.
“The quality of an academic institution is measured by many things—and among
the most important is the scholarly work of the faculty who teach there,” says Chancellor
Jacqueline Johnson. “This event provides a window into the rich, robust, and varied array
of academic, creative, and intellectual life at Morris.”
The Celebration of Scholarly Accomplishments demonstrated Morris’s ever-growing
commitment to accentuating faculty research as well as the honors faculty members
receive in their fields. The event even garnered the attention of University of Minnesota
Vice President for Research Timothy Mulcahy, who attended as part of his last visit to the
Morris campus, prior to his retirement in December 2012.
Winter/Spring 2013 Profile
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Making our own fun in Morris
We often say that “students in Morris make their own fun,” but what does that mean?
It means they study, they research, they contribute, and they dress up and strut their stuff. Here’s just a handful of fall
semester’s activities, remembered in photos.

Morris students spent weeks preparing
for end-of-semester presentations and
debates, practicing research and publicspeaking skills.

Photo by Patrick O’Leary
Elizabeth Pappenfus ’14, Farmington, and
Dillon McBrady ’13, Maple Lake, posed
with University of Minnesota President
Eric Kaler at the 2013 Legislative Briefing
on the Twin Cities Campus.
Many students participate in community
service, including helping to maintain the
on-campus Native American garden.
We welcomed several guest speakers during
the fall semester. Pictured are: Anne
Panning, author of Butter; Jeff Lieberman,
host of the Discovery Channel’s Time Warp;
Kathleen Dean Moore, distinguished
professor of philosophy at Oregon State
University; and Michele Norris, awardwinning journalist and host of NPR’s
newsmagazine All Things Considered.
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Big Block of Cheese Day with Jim Hall,
director of information technology

Cupcake study break

Zombie
Prom
Look alive! Zombies
have taken over
campus!

Farmers market on the mall

Yule
Ball

Yule Ball is a
time to celebrate
all things Harry
Potter and to wear
your prom dress
one more time!

Walking the high fashion
runway—in Morris!

And some of us wear shorts and sandals
in the snow. Just ’cause we can.

Winter/Spring 2013 Profile
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Legacy and Community

Photos by Nina Downer ’15, Buffalo

Louie’s Lower Level Renovated

Fall of 2012 brought renewal
to a Morris institution as Louie’s
Lower Level underwent renovation.
Once considered dark and hard to
access, Louie’s now sports an open
and inviting new floor plan. The
original Louie’s existed long before
the Student Center was built, however,
and many memories from the old are
represented in the new.
Roland Guyotte, professor of
history, came to Morris in the fall
of 1969. Louie’s was then situated in
2012
the basement of Behmler Hall,
where it served as the cafeteria for non-contract students, staff,
and faculty. Guyotte remembers the food line and veteran
employees, some of whom dated back to West Central School of
Agriculture days.
Although the space was inviting, James Togeas, professor of
chemistry, remembers the chaos of Louie’s. There was perpetual
disorder at the time, and while a renovation cleared up the
cafeteria, there was a certain gloom to the basement of Behmler
Hall. However, there was also a distinct community atmosphere
to Louie’s and the campus. Bill
Salisbury ’69 recalls finishing his
degree while raising a child. There
were times when he and his wife,
Janet Holt Salisbury ’69, had to
go to class or work and would leave
their young daughter with friends
1974
at Louie’s.

By the late 1970s the campus had begun
to outgrow the capacity of Louie’s Lower
Level, so the Food Service building was
constructed. At the same time, Computing
Services replaced the old cafeteria in the
1974
basement of Behmler Hall, and for a time
Morris had no Louie’s. In the years preceding its next appearance,
students spent time in the basement of Edson, Humanities Fine
Arts, the dorms, and myriad other campus niches.
When the Student Center was built in 1992, unused space in
the basement was allocated for a new Louie’s Lower Level. This
iteration functioned as a study space for students, although a line
of vending machines replaced the line of servers. While the space
was originally intended to function as a disco, it had little success,
given that it was “15 years too late,” according to Guyotte.
While Louie’s was an engaging place to study, it was
underutilized. Seeking to open the space and give it a new
function, the Student Center Committee spent two years planning
the renovations, which were completed in 2012. The primary focus
of the redesign was to create a space that was inviting to students.
Many versions of the new Louie’s Lower Level were discussed—
suggested designs included a fireplace as well as a fountain and large
aquarium. Although not all of these suggestions were implemented,
the new space now includes an aquarium coffee table as well as a
large flat screen television and sitting area. The revitalized space
will soon feature photos and signage from the former Louie’s.
As both a representation of past purpose and
a realization of future function, Louie’s Lower
Level continues to typify a sense of community and
storied legacy.
—Miles Taylor ’13, Wood Lake
Miles Taylor is a philosophy and psychology major
who writes for the Office of University Relations.
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A Day
A Place
and

to Remember

It’s no secret that many Morris alumni have met their
significant others on campus; the number of these
couples who have chosen to hold their weddings on
campus, however, is less well known. Each wedding
season at least five couples—many of whom are Morris
alums—marry on the campus grounds.
Winter/Spring 2013 Profile
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Jenny Jacobitz Boothroyd ’94 and her husband, Don ’93,
were one of the first couples to marry in Oyate Hall.
The couple is shown above with their children,
Jacob and Cassie.

Karen Ellis ’75, coordinator of conferences and special
events, takes great pride in being a part of alumni weddings.
She and her colleague Laura Walton ’08, events and operations
coordinator, have had the opportunity to organize ceremonies
and receptions ranging in size from 30 to 250 guests. From the
campus mall to the Recital Hall, from the Proscenium Theatre to
the Science Atrium, Ellis and Walton have seen it all. In doing so,
the two have witnessed just how well the campus accommodates
affairs of varying sizes and styles.
“We’re willing to do almost anything,” says Ellis. “Couples
have gotten married in different spaces on campus, many of
which can suit everything from intimate events to large formal
gatherings. A campus venue can be adapted to meet the
couple’s needs.”
For these reasons and more, she believes the campus is a
perfect wedding venue—that, and the fact that “Morris is just a
beautiful place!”
Lizza Sunde ’12, catering supervisor with Sodexo, Inc.,
reports that, in her capacity as a caterer, she sees a wide variety
of meals ordered for campus weddings—everything from steak
tenderloin to hot dog barbecues. Sunde adds that the receptions
she caters are as varied as the menus, and she, like Ellis,
recognizes the value of “trying to be flexible to every
couple’s tastes.”
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Sunde is in a unique position to empathize with her clients,
since she is now in the process of planning her own Morris
wedding. She and her fiance, Anthony Albright ’11, will be wed this
July in Oyate Hall, a ballroom in the Student Center overlooking
the campus mall.
“We had a really great experience as students in Morris,”
says Sunde. “We are always looking for ways to give back to the
University and felt really strongly about lending our support.
Having our wedding on campus allows us to do that.”
Sunde reports that in her three years as a University
employee—first as a student and now as an alumna—she has
consistently been impressed with the care shown by campus event
coordinators for their clientele. Knowing that she and her partner
would experience the same level of commitment and quality on
their wedding day was an important factor in their decision to be
married at Morris.
“We felt very comfortable knowing we’d be dealt with the same
way. We don’t have to second-guess our decision, and we know we
will be treated to a consistent level of quality.”
While Sunde and Albright will be one of the latest
alumni couples to tie the knot in Oyate Hall, Jenny Jacobitz
Boothroyd ’94 and her husband, Don ’93, were one of the first:
they were married there only two years after the Student Center
was built. There the Boothroyds’ family and friends, including
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Photo by Stephanie Warzecha, StephanieFoto

Brenna Burns Hucka ’09 and husband Brett ’09
were married in summer 2010 at the West Central
Research and Outreach Center gardens. Lizza
Sunde ’12 and Anthony Albright ’11, at right,
will marry in Oyate in July 2013.
professors, attended a festive reception two weeks prior to
Jenny’s commencement; the two will celebrate their nineteenth
anniversary this spring.
When asked why she and her husband chose to be married at
Morris, Jenny cited the affordability, convenience, and aesthetic
appeal of the University. Like Sunde, she had worked alongside
the team that catered her wedding reception and considered it “an
added bonus that [she] knew most of the people preparing and
serving the meal.” She also echoed Ellis’s sentiments regarding the
beauty of the campus, noting that Oyate’s “walls of windows and
gorgeous wood flooring” made the decision to hold her wedding
on campus an easy one.
As Ellis points out, many couples hold their wedding
ceremonies in less formal spaces connected to the campus. Brenna
Burns Hucka ’09 and her husband, Brett ’09, are just one such
couple. The two were married in the West Central Research and
Outreach Center (WCROC) Horticulture Display Gardens in the
summer of 2010.
For the Huckas, WCROC held a great deal of meaning. As
undergraduates the two had spent summer days biking to the
gardens for picnics, taking in the beauty of the plant growth and
the view of the Pomme de Terre River. When it came time to
choose a wedding venue, they could think of no place more fitting.

“We knew we wanted to incorporate the place that was so
special and important in our lives into our wedding,” says Brenna.
“Without Morris, we wouldn’t have met in the first place.”
Although the couple included a number of nods to their
undergraduate experience throughout the day, including a UMM
Jazz Ensembles trio, Brenna notes that the biggest way in which
she and Brett acknowledged their love of the University was by
featuring campus landmarks in their wedding photos. She smiles,
adding, “nothing will bring back fond memories of Morris more
than a photo in front of the Pomme de Terre, with the wind
turbine in the background and cows on the horizon.”
Like other alumni couples, the Huckas chose to celebrate
their love in the place where they first met. While each of these
couples enjoyed its own unique event, their recollections share a
familiar sentiment—
“Our Morris wedding...was exactly what we wanted,” says
Brenna. “It was a huge celebration of our relationship and the
people and places that had been there for us all along. We were
surrounded by a beautiful landscape, wonderful friends and
family, and a community that we deeply cherished.”

If you would like to schedule your own Morris
wedding, contact the Office of Conferences
and Special Events at 320-589-6080 or
ummconferencesevents@lists.umn.edu today!
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Did you meet your significant other at Morris?
We asked alumni couples to tell us how they met at Morris.
Here’s what they had to say:
Sarah Berg Franzen ’97 and Eric Franzen ’95
“We met as music majors in 1993, but didn’t really talk
much until we shared a class together in the spring of
1995. We ended up studying together and even dated
briefly, but despite our common major, we ran in
different circles. Eric graduated in June, and we went
our separate ways. We found each other on Facebook a
few years ago. We started talking, and a long-distance
relationship and jumbotron proposal later, I married him
18 years after we first met.”
Nancy Kjar Atkinson ’82 and Rick Atkinson ’82
“Rick and I met the third day of classes our freshman year
in Indy Hall, were married between our junior and senior
year at Morris, and have been happily married for over
31 years now. We consider Morris to have been nearly as
influential in our lives as our parents or siblings!”
ErinJean Gannon-Litton ’94 and Chad Litton ’92
“I met Chad on the day before class started. My dad,
class of 1970, sent me over to KUMM to help them move
studios. That was 22 years ago, and we have been married
for 20.”
Amanda Zimanski ’02 and Mike Zimanski ’02
“Mike and I were both residents of Indy 4B. We met in
the lounge at the end of freshman year. Our first date was
a Subway picnic at Pomme de Terre, and we had many
more to follow at Don’s Cafe. We got married in 2006 and
now have two children: Lucas and Morgan. We just went
back to campus for our five-year wedding anniversary and
took a picture at the site of our first kiss! We have so many
wonderful memories of Morris.”
Shilo Parisian ’10 and Andrew Barnes Parisian ’09
“We met through a few mutual friends Andy was living
with sophomore year, after he transferred from Saint
John’s. We played on the same intramural team and
had our first date at the first-ever Zombie Prom.
We were together the rest of college and got married
August 7, 2010. We are both working in the Cities
and bought a house April 2012.”

To read more alumni couple stories or to submit
your own, please visit morris.umn.edu/alumni/couples
today! We’d love to hear your story.
14
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A
Family
Thing
Although Morris is a relatively young institution, it already has a growing history of family loyalty. Former students of both the
University and its predecessor, the West Central School of Agriculture, have established campus legacies that reach back up to four
generations. With a growing number of legacy families among its alumni and student network, Morris is indeed becoming a family
tradition.
“Legacy families are very important to our campus community” says Bryan Herrmann, director of admissions. “They provide
a sense of uniqueness to Morris and illustrate the fact that families are willing to invest both themselves and their children in the
institution.”
The Spoffords are one of the growing number of legacy families at Morris. Greg Spofford ’78 and his wife, Vicki Lyseng Spofford,
attended Morris as undergraduates; their children, Elise ’03, Andy ’07, Erika ’09, and Emily ’14, followed in their footsteps years later.
Andy later went on to marry a fellow alum—Jody Kliber Spofford ’07.
Each member of the Spofford family looks back fondly on his or her time in Morris. Citing outstanding academics, affordable
education, and a wealth of extracurricular activities as benefits of their undergraduate experiences, Greg, Vicki, Elise, Andy, Erika, and
Emily have been pleased with their decisions to attend Morris—as individuals and as a family.
We sat down with the Spoffords to find out why they chose Morris:
Q: Does anyone want to talk about why he or she chose Morris?
Andy: After having two parents and a sibling go to Morris,
there wasn’t much of a choice. I’m very happy, though, that
I made the decision to come here. I’m teaching at a North
Branch-area high school, and I owe a lot to Morris for
building my character and confidence and preparing me for
that profession.
Elise: I feel that Morris is a very personable campus.
I appreciate the small ratio of faculty to students as well
as the diversity of the student population and academic
fields. There are wonderful opportunities to get involved—
both within your area of study as well as with extracurricular
activities.
Greg: I would definitely agree. Vicki grew up in Morris; we
have always had a great feeling about the small-town feel of
Morris. On campus you also get that sense after just a few
days of meeting people like the unbelievable professors I had
the privilege of learning from throughout my time there.

Vicki: I think those relationships really continue. When I come
back to campus, professors remember me by name. I think
Morris builds more than just your skillset for whatever profession
you ultimately decide to pursue, that you build character and
confidence here. You feel like the school is investing in you as a
person, not only trying to prepare you for a profession, but to
really develop you and let you enjoy the experience.
Erika: I chose Morris for the many opportunities to get involved.
I had the pleasure of participating in choir, jazz band, Dance
Ensemble, and Danceline while attending Morris, which are now
some of the best memories I have. These are opportunities I don’t
think I would have had if I had attended a different university.
These activities also provided me travel opportunities to places
such as Scandinavia, Miami, and New Orleans. I haven’t been
able to stop traveling since!
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Q: What would you say to someone who is
considering Morris?
Emily: It’s evident that there is a quality education offered
at Morris. An equally important consideration that all
students have is the cost of education. I think if you look at
the cost of attending such a wonderful university, it’s more
than fair. Students graduate without having overwhelming
loans to repay, and there are a lot of grant and scholarship
opportunities as well. Morris is a great selection for a school,
and a great deal.
Vicki: Besides the excellent academics at Morris, there
are many opportunities in which students can participate,
opportunities that enrich their educational experiences and
enable them to become well-rounded individuals.
Greg: There’s something here for everyone. UMM and the
Morris community rock!
Two generations of the Spofford family have happily attended
Morris, but their legacy may not end there. The youngest member
of the family—Elise’s daughter, Citori—could very well be part of
the third. According to Greg, “she’ll be a Cougar freshman, we
hope, in 17 years.”
Top left photo, clockwise from top left: Jody Kliber Spofford, Andy, Elise, Jeff Ambrosier, Erika, Emily
Top right photo: Greg, Elise, Elise’s husband Jeff Ambrosier, Vicki with granddaughter Citori
Bottom photo: the Spofford kids after the spring 2012 Dance Ensemble performance in which Emily participated—Left to right:
Emily, Elise, Andy, Erika, and Citori

On Facebook, we asked, “Is Morris a tradition in your family?”
Mary K. Martin ’75: “My husband’s aunts and uncles went to the West Central School of Agriculture, my husband, Dean
Kalmoe ’75, and I are Morris grads, and our son Ryan ’08 and his wife, Faith ’09, are also Morris grads!
Megan Mahoney Copeland ’10: “My grandparents both went to Morris when it was the West Central School of Agriculture.
Both my parents went here for their college careers. My brother played football for Morris and graduated here. I went to Morris,
and my dad got to speak at my graduation as president of the UMM Alumni Association at the time. I married a Cougar football
player whose two brothers went here, too. It is one big Homecoming at family gatherings!
Sara Watson Haugen ’88: “Let me count the ways (people)—my mom attended WCSA, my dad was the first Health Service
doctor, and two sisters, husband, three brothers-in-laws, one sister-in-law, my son, daughter, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, my
great niece, and I [all attended Morris]!”

Like us on Facebook—facebook.com/ummorris!
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UMMAA
Board of Directors
Suzanne Basiago ’87, president
economics
Kyle Berget ’90
elementary education
Amy Doll-Wohlers ’90
English and philosophy
Ryan Fair ’01
speech communication
Gretchen Alms ’04, second vice president
Spanish and Latin American area studies
Donnay Green, ’05, first vice president
speech communication
Beverly Maloney Harren ’66,
elementary education
Reid LeBeau ’02,
political science
Dan Moore ’07
political science
Tony Schuster ’02, immediate past president
management
Curtis Teberg ’70
political science
Larry Traversie ’00
speech communication

Office of Alumni
Relations and
Annual Giving
Carla Riley ’85,
director
Alisande Allaben,
database manager and assistant to the director
Erin Schellin Christensen ’05,
assistant director
alumni@morris.umn.edu
320-589-6066
morris.umn.edu/alumni

A message from Carla Riley ‘85, director of
alumni relations and annual giving
Several months ago the world defied what it believed to
be a Mayan prophesy by continuing to spin on its axis as per
usual. I wasn’t terribly concerned that it wouldn’t, but was happy
nonetheless when the appointed day passed uneventfully away.
Whew! Without a doubt, comfort can be taken in certain things
continuing on just as we would want them to, unless perhaps you
were a Mayan prophet.
Continuing the tradition of the Morris educational
experience is a good and even comforting thing. It reflects
well on the student and on his or her predecessor while
providing evidence that Morris attracts serious scholars—
and that it has been, is, and will continue to be a great educational experience.
In 2014 the Morris Class of 1964 will celebrate the first fifty-year reunion on the Morris
campus (a committee is being formed and details will be made available as they develop).
Fifty years of legacy is, for me, not only a comfort, but also a point of pride. I hope it is for
you as well. Enjoy the legacy stories that are being lifted up in this issue of Profile.
Continuing strong connections with our alumni is also important. Our online
newsletter E-Express reaches many of our alumni, and Profile reaches even more. Morris
Connect continues to enlist participants, and our Morris on the Move (On the Road
program) offers alumni around the country the opportunity to visit with the chancellor and
others from campus. Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have questions or suggestions as to
how we can better connect with you.
Your support of the Alumni Annual Fund makes these things and many more possible.
Morris alumni, faculty, staff, and current students all benefit from your generous support
and it is much appreciated. Thank you!

Upcoming Alumni Events
March 4–April 9 Senior Legacy Campaign
March 27 Fargo/Moorhead Alumni Event,
		 The Hotel Donaldson—Stoker’s Wine Cellar, Fargo
April 5–6 Jazz Fest
April 6 UMMAA Board Meeting
April 20 Undergraduate Research Symposium
May 10 Honors and Awards Ceremony
May 11 Commencement
June 14 Friends of Cougar Football Golf Outing,
		 Thumper Pond, Ottertail
July 12 WCROC Summer Center Day

Morris Connect
Connect online with current
Morris students and alumni for
mentoring, networking, and
professional opportunities!

morris.umn.edu/alumni/
morrisconnect

July 20 WCSA Summer Reunion
July 25 WCROC Horticulture Night
August 1 Morris at the Saints Event, Saint Paul
September 27 Alumni and Students Networking Day
September 28 Homecoming
September 28 UMMAA Board Meeting
For the most current event information, visit morris.umn.edu/alumni/events
Events take place on campus unless otherwise noted.
Winter/Spring 2013 Profile
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94%

of Alumni
sAy their morris
Degree wAs
A smArt investment

What does “renewable, sustainable education” mean to you?
won’t get outdated

LEARNING TO LEARN
evolving

preparation for the future

eco-friendly

open-minded
long-lasting education
value education

relevant education
future success

changing

problem solving

would recommend
Morris to a friend
or relative

are proud
to be Morris
alums

reinvent yourself

out
of

growing/improving
reusable education

rank their overall opinion of
Morris as good or very good
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Life-Long career-prep
Learning

adaptable
ABLE TO BE BUILT UPON

connection between education and environment AFFORDABLE LEARNING

SOLID FOUNDATION

Alumni Speak Up!
To find out what alums thought of their Morris experience, we
conducted market research in spring 2012. What did we learn? Our
alumni not only have fond memories of their Morris days, but they
also find many ways to stay involved in campus happenings.

report “distance
to travel” as what
prevents them from
being more involved
with morris

Can’t make it to campus? We’ll come to
you! With more than 30 Morris on the
Move (On the Road program) events
in seven states, the UMMAA is
creating opportunities for alumni
to connect across the country. Plus,
with social networking options
on Morris Connect, LinkedIn,
Facebook, and Twitter as well as
regular communications like Profile
and E-Express, you’re always connected.
Think you’re not involved if you’re
not on campus? Think again!

stay current with morris
by reading profile
66% are likely
to make a
financial
contribution
to Morris
within the next
two years

A total of 1,025 alumni took the survey.
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Sue Basiago ’87, president of the UMM Alumni Association
I am pleased to begin my year of service as your president of the UMM Alumni Association, and as I step into
the role of president this year, I find myself contemplating just what it means to be an alumna of Morris.
First and foremost, we are fortunate to have been afforded an excellent educational experience that prepared
us for graduate school, for our careers, and for life in general. Our liberal arts education has guided us well
in one direction or in several. And because life is not only about careers, we can also appreciate that lifelong
friendships with other alumni were formed at Morris, and many of them remain strong today. Perhaps you even
met your spouse or significant other while studying at Morris. It is rewarding to realize that current Morris
students look up to us as role models, and that we he have earned the respect of our families, friends, and Morris
faculty and staff.
As an alum, you are now in a position to give back: you are eligible to serve the UMM Alumni Association as
a board member, you can support Morris financially as a donor, you can take part in Morris Connect as a mentor, you can participate
in the Alumni and Students Networking event, or any combination of these things and more. Perhaps you will nominate a future
Distinguished Alumni Award recipient, or perhaps you will be one of our future Distinguished Alumni Award recipients!
These are just some of the things that make being an alumna or alumnus of Morris a satisfying thing. You are in good company, as
we now number well over 19,000. We are all part of something that is bigger than ourselves. I am proud to be an alumna of Morris, and
I hope you, too, will take pride in the ongoing success of our alma mater.
Please feel free to contact me—or one of the UMMAA board members—to find out more about your role as alumni.

The Alumni Association reaches out to students—on campus and in Morris

During orientation week,
the Alumni Association
hosted the traditional First
Year Ice Cream Social in
Oyate Hall. The Alumni
Association reaches out
to students each year
to introduce them to
ideas of belonging and
philanthropy.

On Thursday, November 8,
the Alumni Association
welcomed Morris-area
alumni and current students
for an evening of networking
and conversation at the
downtown Pizza Ranch.
At right: Beth Lorenz
Zaske ’05 and Matt Zaske ’03.
Above: Students take a break
from pizza for a photo.

The Alumni Association’s annual Senior Banquet was held in December. Students dressed up, enjoyed
dinner, and listened to remarks from the chancellor, Incoming Alumni Association Board President Sue
Basiago, and MCSA President Dillon McBrady ’13 (shown at left). Above: seniors Andreana Saunders,
Bloomington; Reed Simpson, Minneapolis; Ashley Koch, Lakeville; Sarah Kirchman, Clearbrook;
Carolyn Thein, White Bear Lake; and Cassie Hall, Brookings, South Dakota.
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Late summer baseball games in the Twin Cities

3

Morris alums can’t get enough of baseball! Alumni, current, and prospective students
gathered for tailgating before a Saint Paul Saints game at Midway Stadium on a steamy day
in August. Kieran’s Irish Pub was the location for another baseball get-together before a
Twins game in September. Photos: 1. Ruth Ulvin Crego ’01, Sean Crego, Sebastian Crego,
Soren Crego at the Saints game. 2. Admissions Representative Meng Her ’09 took control
of the grill at the Saints tailgate party. 3. Niki Sauer ’02 and Jason Yoh at the Saints.
4. JoAnne Otto ’70 and Jerry Otto at the Twins gathering. 5. Marion Payne, Douglas
Payne ’54, and Assistant Director of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving Erin Schellin
Christensen ’05 at the Twins. 6. Ryan Bunjer ’02 and Maria Volton at the Twins.

Wine near Willmar

5

6

Chicago-area alumni meet at Cafe Ba-Ba-Reeba
Willmar-area alumni enjoyed a
summertime social gathering with the
Chancellor at Glacial Ridge Winery in
Spicer. Above: Joe Dunlavy ’11, Rachel
Dunlavy ’11, Karen Schaible Kraemer ’71.
Below, left to right: Gina Trousil ’69,
Keni Zenner ’12, Dennis Boll ’69,
Lynne Boll ’69, Clint Trousil ’69,
Lyle Peterson ’60 (WCSA)
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In early December, Chicago-area alumni met
with Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson, Director
of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving
Carla Riley ’85, Director of Equity, Diversity,
and Intercultural Programs Hilda Ladner,
and special guest Bonnie Tipcke ’68 at Cafe
Ba-Ba-Reeba. Photos: Bonnie Tipcke, David
Kelly ’95, and Porsha Smith ’92. Derek
Ganzhorn ’08, Lisa Burton ’06, Joanie
Lofgren ’03 and Hilda Ladner. Harold
Miller ’95, Reuben Jones ’96, Marlon
Davis ’95, and Carlton Lee ’95.
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Visiting in Texas

Alumni in Sacramento

Palm Springs Alumni Event

Mesa Event

Hosts John ’68 and Arlene ’68 Dayton welcomed Dallas/Fort
Worth-area alumni in January, 2013. Photo: Mark Wisness ’75,
Maddy Maxeiner ’76, Christopher J. Widhelm, Jen Flottemesch
Widhelm ’96, John Dayton ’68, Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson,
Arlene Dayton ’68, Lorlee Bartos ’69, Mary Anne Fredrickson
Kilgo ’69, and Walt Kilgo.

Morris alums gathered for dinner, compliments of Ann ’73 and
John ’70 Weiler, at The Firehouse Restaurant in Old Sacramento
in January. Photo: LaDell Grote Cress ’64, Carla Riley ’85, Susan
Schmidgall, Elizabeth Rose ’77, Carrie Hennessey ’96, Ann
Weiler ’73, John Weiler ’70, Maria Brun ’08, Carol Ekersen ’80,
Josh Breding, Sofia, and JoAnna Korn Breding ’05.

Palm Springs-area alumni got together at the home of E. Dennis ’69 Alumni gathered in Arizona with Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
and Sue ’71 Zahrbock in Rancho Mirage. Photo: Dana Crosby ’84,
on Monday, February 11, 2013. Photo: Don Munserman ’81,
E. Dennis Zahrbock ’69, Sue Zahrbock ’71, Sharon Stewart
Gary Sethney ’69, Joan Sethney ’68 and Pam Schmitt ’69.
Reeves ’68, Paul Reeves, Anne Eidsvold, and Jim Eidsvold.

Alumni celebrating the contributions of long-time faculty

Theatre alumni gathered in
December to celebrate the
retirement of Tap Payne,
professor of theatre arts.
Here Tap is pictured with
his wife, Margaret, and
daughter, Lily.
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In conjunction with Ken
Hodgson’s retirement, many
Concert Choir alumni returned
to Morris for the 2012 Carol
Concert Twas the Night Before
Christmas. The group of alumni is
shown above in the sanctuary of
Assumption Church, where the
concert was performed.
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Second Annual Alumni and Students Networking Day
Alumni and Students Networking Day takes place on the Friday of Homecoming weekend. Students have the opportunity to discuss
careers and life experiences with alumni who shared their fields of study. If you would like to participate in a future Networking Day,
contact Erin Christensen in the Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving at 320-589-6067.
This year nearly 40 invited alumni
returned for Networking Day on
Friday, September 21, 2012. Events
included a welcome reception, formal
panels, and one-to-one conversations.
Students enjoyed hearing stories from
alumni, getting advice, and simply
meeting people who have experience
finding a job!
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Homecoming 2012 remembered

With events ranging from performances to tailgating and the Cougar 5K, Homecoming 2012 provided something for everyone!

Save the date for
Homecoming 2013!
September 27–29
Winter/Spring 2013 Profile
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class notes
Class of ’63
Earl W. Gausman, Saint Paul, passed away July 2012. Gausman
was the first graduate of Morris. He is survived by his wife,
Mildred Gausman—an original Morris faculty member who
taught mathematics.
Class of ’64
KarenLee Scholtz Harstad, Perham, passed away July 2012.
Harstad taught English and art and worked part-time as a liturgical
weaver. She is survived by her husband Darrel, two children, and
several grandchildren.
David Moe has retired and moved from Juneau, Alaska, to Sun
City, California.
Class of ’65
Ken Kollodge was awarded second place
in the 2012 Arrowhead Biennial juried art
competition, sponsored by the Duluth Art
Institute, for his photograph “Solomon
Railroad #1.” His wife, Kathy Gronwold
Kollodge ’67, is one of four “Phantom
Painters” who have been painting in empty
storefronts in Superior, Wisconsin, over
the last year. Her newest artwork is available
at kollodgegallery.com/paintings/.
Class of ’66
Paulette Fairbanks Molin co-authored The Extraordinary Book of Native
American Lists (Scarecrow Press, 2012) with Arlene Hirschfelder.
Alden C. Hofstedt has retired from his position as an attorney.
Class of ’67
Cynthia Davenport is enjoying being in Minneapolis. She writes,
“my path included three different states on the way to my 30 years
in Chicago, Illinois. Now I’m learning to enjoy the slower pace of
my still fairly recent retirement. It’s good to be in Minnesota and
closer to relatives and family.”
Joseph Dewane, Villa Park, Illinois, passed away July 2012.
Mike Larson writes that, after 42 years of teaching, he has “retired
to concentrate on golfing, pumpkin farming, writing, and spoiling
grandchildren! Life is good!”
Helen Mohs Appl Wallsmith, Milbank, South Dakota,
passed away in July 2012. She is survived by many children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.

Deb Dale Farm ’83, her mother,
Janet Dale Wagner ’68, and
daughters Alexa and Ashley
Farm visited campus in
October 2012.
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Class of ’68
Dennis Carstens, Alexandria, passed away May 2012. He was
honored to have been selected as Grand Marshall for the 2012
Alexandria Memorial Day Parade. He was active in veteran’s
groups, particularly as an advocate for Vietnam veterans. He is
survived by his wife, three children, and two grandchildren.
Class of ’69
Ruth Thielke wrote to us about her European travels, where she
visited Joe Medley ’83 in Germany and Bethany Eastvold
Barnett ’02 in Ireland. According to Thielke, “the most special part
of the trip was taking part as the honorary American grandparents
for the dedication of Joe and Karin Medley’s first child.”
Class of ’70
Gregg Nielson, Rapid City, South Dakota, passed away October
2012. He was an active and dedicated community member, serving
as a resident hall advisor at Morris, in the United States Air Force
for 23 years, holding the position of president of his golf course
men’s association, and playing the saxophone in a band. He is
survived by his wife, Judy Hult Nielson ’72, father, and siblings.
He was predeceased by beloved daughter Karyn ’96.
Lois Nyberg, Alexandria, passed away November 2012. Nyberg
devoted a lifetime to teaching, including time in one-room
schoolhouses. She taught last at Madison Elementary. She leaves
behind her son, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.
Class of ’75
Megan Kalmoe, daughter of Mary Martin and Dean Kalmoe
helped win the bronze medal for the United States women’s rowing
team at the 2012 Summer Olympics. She participated in the
Women’s Quadruple Sculls event, which is the only event with four
women in the boat. This was her second Olympics.
Class of ’78
Monica Wilmes Wepking, Avon, South Dakota, “became a
grandmother on May 12, 2012. Monica’s daughter, Jenn had a baby
boy and named him Easton. On July 9, 2012 Monica became a
mother-in-law. Monica’s son, Jonathan, married Jamie Lubitz of
Perham. Jon and Jamie live in Moorhead, where Jon is the interim
assistant athletic director for MSUM. Monica is employed by the
State of South Dakota as a supervisor for economic assistance.”
Class of ’79
Rhoda Christensen Smith writes that she “became the new
administrative director for the Morris Area Chamber of
Commerce in June 2012. After working in higher education for
the past 20 years, she is happy to be back home on the Main Street
of Morris. This new job allows her to brag about both Morris and
UMM all at once!”
Class of ’82
Joseph H. Otterstetter received the 2012 Second Judicial
District Pro Bono Award last November. This award, granted by
the Ramsey County Bar Association, is presented to attorneys
who are nominated for their outstanding commitment to legal
representation for low-income and disadvantaged clients.
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Class of ’83
Joe Medley lives in Germany and works with his wife as the
European director of a theater group. They train performers,
travel through Europe and northern Africa, and put on
performances.
Class of ’84
JoLynn Nelson Welle writes, “I am beginning my twenty-eighth
year of teaching! Our son Greg joined his mother’s footsteps as
he graduated this past spring in elementary education and will be
teaching second grade in the Wayzata public school district. Our
daughter Ashley recently married her college sweetheart and is the
individual gifts manager for the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
in Saint Paul. My husband John is still a chiropractor in our
hometown, Sauk Centre. Life is good!”
Cheryl Light Shriner ’84 writes, “I have started my fifteenth year
working at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (Go Illini)
as a clinical faculty member in the Department of Special Education.
I continue to enjoy advocating for people with disabilities and have
a special interest and years of experience working with individuals
with disabilities on the autism spectrum. My son, Marshall, started
high school this year and enjoys playing golf and baseball. I would
love to connect with my buddies, roommates, and classmates from
Independence Hall from 1979+. Kathy, Diane, Cindy, Gail, KC,
Pauline, Lisa, Naomi, and all the others...please send me a note and
perhaps we can connect on Facebook.”
Class of ’85
Neil R. Burbank, Tuscon, Arizona, passed away August 2012. He
is survived by his wife and daughter.
Kara Brautigam writes “I am a 1985 graduate of Morris, with a
degree in elementary education. I currently teach fifth grade at
Shaffer Elementary in Littleton, Colorado. Although I haven’t
visited the campus since graduation, I have incredible memories
of the three years I spent at Morris...I’m proud to call Morris my
college.”
Class of ’86
Karen Wiese-Thompson has been very active in theater. She
spent fall of 2011 touring Measure for Measure with 10,000 Things.
During Christmas 2012 she was doing Laughing All The Way, and in
spring she will do Beyond Therapy, both at Pioneer Place in Saint
Cloud. In summer of 2013 she will be in Sherlock Holmes and the Suicide
Club at Park Square.
Class of ’88
Erik Jensen writes “After six and one-half years in Las Vegas I’m
transferring to the Denver area for an expanded role with my
company. We are excited for the new opportunity and happy to be
closer to family.”
Stan Jung ’85 reports “South Dakota volleyball coach Kari Wersal
Jung led her team to an unbelievable 34-0 record, with a 90-0 set
record! The closest any team got to defeating them in a set was 21
(two times). This feat made South Dakota volleyball history and
earned them recognition through the United States.”

Class of ’89
Monica Wallgren Lee published her memoir,
The Percussionist’s Wife: A Memoir of Sex, Crime &
Betrayal, in August 2012. She explores themes of
fidelity, faith, and justice in this true story of a
teacher sex scandal that involves her drumline
instructor-husband and the collateral damage
to their marriage.
Class of ’90
Kelly Hutto Anderson celebrates 20 years as a registered nurse.
She married on April 28, 2012, and moved to Door County,
Wisconsin, from Minneapolis.
Lynette Lund is a social worker at Hennepin County Medical
Center.
Paul Snyder, Wilton, North Dakota, writes, “I graduated
from the University of Dubuque Theological Seminary in May
2012 and was ordained as a teaching elder in the Presbyterian
Church (United States). I have accepted a call to serve the First
Presbyterian Church of Wilton, North Dakota, and the Glencoe
Sloan Memorial Presbyterian Church of rural Bismarck, North
Dakota. I have been called through For Such A Time As This,
a program with the Presbyterian Church that places first-call
pastors in small, underserved congregations throughout the
United States. My email address is p_snyder100@yahoo.com.”
Class of ’91
Amy Lorentzen Bailey writes, “I still live in Anchorage, Alaska,
and have been a stay-at-home mom for seven years now. For
the past year and a-half I have been volunteering in an ESL
program for immigrant and refugee adults. I’ve had students
from Bulgaria, Iraq, Iran, Mali, Tunisia, Mexico, Russia,
Burma, Ecuador, and Bolivia.”
Linda Hoffman finished her twentieth year teaching,
advising, and coaching students as the social science teacher at
Minnewaska Area High School.
Frances Schoenbauer Merwin, Maple Grove, passed away in
September 2012. In 1995 she completed her master’s degree
in education. Merwin taught as a special education teacher at
Eden Prairie High School for 18 years. Her husband writes,
“she loved her time at Morris and used her education to help
and guide countless high school students to overcome obstacles
and succeed. Frances was a loving daughter, sister, wife, mother,
friend, colleague and educator who left an indelible mark of
love on this world. Her perseverant battle against cancer was
awe-inspiring.” She is survived by her husband, parents, sons,
and siblings.
Pauline Smith, Morris, passed away October 2012. At one
time she worked in Briggs Library. She is survived by children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren and preceded in death
by her parents and husband.
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Mystery Trips
Mark Turner ’91, DeAnn Strenke ’93, and Rod Strenke ’92 have a unique vacation plan:
“Most people plan carefully for vacations and getaways. Three friends, all alumni of the University of Minnesota, Morris, get
together annually and never plan beyond where they’re going to meet and who’s driving. Their long-term goal is to visit all of the
counties of Minnesota.
Mark, executive director of Five Wings Arts Council, which serves Cass, Crow Wing, Morrison, Todd, and Wadena counties,
and siblings DeAnn Strenke, marketing manager for Modernistic Inc., a large format print and graphics company based in Saint
Paul, and Rod Strenke, a system analyst for General Mills, have flipped burgers on the grill owned by the Swamp Sisters (four
miles west of Twig, located on the right-hand side after you go down a hill and around along curve with a swamp), partied with
prom-goers late into the night in a small town parking lot, and discovered a wrecked police car parked against a boulder in an
undisclosed location. Such experiences reflect one of the mystery trip rules: don’t turn down an opportunity for adventure.”
From Syndicated Senior Stories by Nancy Leasman, June 21, 2012.

Class of ’92
Marcia Hoffman ’74 reports that her special friend Christine
Marie Beyerl, Willmar, passed away May 2012. Beyerl is survived
by her husband and sons.
Class of ’93
Kristin Ritter Johnson writes, “My first novel, Unprotected, [was]
released in September 2012 by North Star Press. Unprotected is the
story of a child protection social worker, Amanda, with a lonely
past she is trying to forget. She becomes embroiled in a case
against a small town hero who is accused of abusing his son. But
as in many child protection cases, the initial allegation is the tip
of the iceberg. I have been a child protection social worker for the
past 18 years at Goodhue County Social Services in Red Wing. I
drew on these experiences for Unprotected.”
Class of ’94
Lois Regnier Conroy was elected Hennepin County judge in
November. Husband Martin Conroy ’92 writes, “Morris was
great preparation for future public service. Lois was the 1993-94
student body president. Angela Mahlberg McLaughlin served
as the campaign treasurer, and Martin Conroy, student body
president 1991-92, was the campaign strategist.”

Class of ’98
Sarah Nylander Gullickson writes, “Simon (5) is starting
kindergarten at Pierre Bottineau French Immersion—Edith
Farrell would be proud! Kagan (our youngest) will be two in
September! Still love the Guthrie Theater!”
Ryan Stotesbery and Danielle Stotesbery welcomed their first
child, Emma Grace, in May 2012. Ryan is in his eighth year as a
K-12 school counselor at Madelia Public Schools.
Class of ’99
Craig Peterson, former high school principal and activities
director for the Warren-Alvarado-Oslo school district, was hired
as principal of Morris Area High School in August 2012.
Class of ’01
Ruth Ulvin Crego welcomed her second child, Soren,
in February 2011.

Class of ’96
Jennifer Borgert and Brian Bergson welcomed baby boy Fintan in
August 2012.
Class of ’97
Devon F. Leppink Staren and her husband, John Staren, are
pleased to announce the birth of William in May 2012. He joins
brother Michael.
Brent Roske produced a web series that aired in fall 2012 titled
Chasing the Hill. Politico writes that “it follows the reelection campaign
of a Democratic representative from California struggling to fend
off a primary challenger. She hires a veteran political consultant
in the last hour in a desperate effort to hold her seat.” Actors from
The West Wing, Deadwood, and Sopranos star in the series.
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Bryan Herrmann ’01 and Jennifer Zych Herrmann ’00
“welcomed their new daughter, Aubryn, in July 2012. She plans
to join proud big brother Aidan at Morris (freshman class of
2028) in fall 2030.”
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Morris in Paris
Jennifer Falzerano ’04 is currently the
director of international programs at
Lane Community College in Eugene,
Oregon. She spent the summer of 2012
in Paris with a group of Lane students
for the college’s first Summer in France
program. While in Paris, Falzerano
met up with Sarah Buchanan, associate
professor of French. She writes, “it was
wonderful to see Sarah and meet some
new UMMers! Being a TA in Paris was
one of the inspirations that led me to
this career!”

Kari Keenan “won First Place and Overall in both the Maryland
State Figure Championship and East Coast Classic Championship
on June 30, 2012. Figure is a more feminine division of
bodybuilding.”
Research by Angie Bos and husband, Bas Van Doorn, was cited in
the Washington Post article “Do Presidential debates usually matter?”
during the weeks leading up to the November election.
Class of ’02
Bethany Eastvold Barnett lives in Ireland, where she and her
husband work as counselors at a drug center.
Class of ’04
John and Erin Scherbring Scholla are happy to announce the
arrival of their daughter, Brynnly Faith Scholla, born June 29,
2012. Madison (3) loves being a big sister.
Class of ’05
Jeff Iverson graduated from Southwest Minnesota State
University with his master’s in educational leadership in May
2012. He is currently teaching vocal music for grades 6–12 in
Granite Falls.
Dwana Paplow’s play, A Drama in Mid-Air, premiered at the
Minnesota Fringe Festival in August 2012. The play, which was
written and directed by Paplow, is about two strangers trapped
together in a hot-air balloon basket. It was inspired by the
experiences of NASA astronauts and the life and work of 19th
century author Jules Verne.

Tim Phillips writes that he “moved back to Minneapolis after living
in San Francisco for five years. He is an attorney at the law office
of Joshua R. Williams, where he represents employees in lawsuits
related to discrimination, retaliation, and unpaid wages. He also
represents people in police misconduct lawsuits.”
Class of ’06
Jennifer Wellan has been working as Lincoln County deputy
attorney in North Platte, Nebraska, for three years. She began
the job after graduating from law school at the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln.
Emily Thomas owns “a private music lesson business, Emily
Thomas Music, and continues to be the organist for Saron
Lutheran Church in Big Lake. I also accompany for the Twin
Cities Youth Chorale and am currently the chair-elect of the Eden
Prairie Community Band. Thanks to Morris for your fabulous
music program!”
Class of ’07
Work by Corina
Bernstein was featured
in Picture This: What
We Photograph at the
Minneapolis Photo
Center on Friday,
January 18. The original
piece is displayed in the
Student Center’s Prairie
Lounge.
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Chief Justice Gildea ‘83 Administers Oath of Office for Little ’07
On Monday, January 7, Matt Little ’07 began a two-year appointment
as the newest mayor of Lakeville, Minnesota. At 28, he is the youngest
mayor in Lakeville’s history. Running under the slogan “It’s time for a
Little leadership,” Little was elected mayor of his hometown after serving
two years as a Lakeville City Council member. His administration will focus
on public safety, low property taxes, and job creation.
“Morris has played a critical role in my current success,” says Little.
“The late Tom McRoberts, to this day, continues to inspire me to focus on
why I’m running. Without his mentoring, support, and confidence I would
not be where I am today. Former Professor [of Political Science] Paula
O’Loughlin taught me an incredible amount about electoral politics and
held me to a higher standard.”
It is not only his experience on campus, but also his awareness of ties
between the University and the local community, that now informs Little’s
political process. “The town of Morris taught me a good deal about how
politics should work. Despite ideological differences, citizens of Morris and
the campus constantly work together on projects that improve the entire
community. I try to bring that way of working with others to my political
perspective.”
Prior to taking on his mayoral role, Little worked as a law clerk and served as a City Council member on the Downtown
Lakeville Business Association, Public Safety Committee, and Municipal Legislative Commission. A second-year law student at the
University of Minnesota, he completed a bachelor of arts in American politics at Morris in 2007, then worked as a debate coach at
Rosemount High School and served as an English-language tutor for children of Karen immigrants from Myanmar. He continues
his role as a family support worker and committee member on the Eagan and Lakeville Resource Centers Development Board.
Administering Little’s oath of office was Minnesota State Supreme Court Chief Justice Lorie Skjerven Gildea ’83. During
her career at Morris, Gildea was both a Scholar of the College and a member of the Dean’s List—she also received a Medal for
Outstanding Undergraduate. She holds a juris doctor from Georgetown University Law Center, where she graduated magna cum
laude in 1986. In 2006, she was appointed to the Minnesota Supreme Court. Gildea received the University of Minnesota, Morris
Distinguished Alumni Award in 2007 and served as the keynote speaker of Morris’s 2007 Commencement ceremony, at which
Little was a member of the graduating class.
Kyle Cogger married Stacy Cathers Cogger ’08 on September 8,
2012, at Gibbs Farm in Saint Paul.
Theresa Wivinus Praveen “got married to Praveen Gopal on August
27, 2011. We currently live in Saint Paul and have a cat named
Toe-Toes. We will be traveling to India in 2014 for Praveen’s
brother’s wedding.”

The following Morris alumni were attendants at the CoggerCathers wedding (from left): Chris Bielke ’06, Joe Boucha ’06,
Brian Cathers ’05, Tom Cathers ’08, Zack Strunk ’06, Ben
Ecklund ’07, Liz Schlimgen ’08, Lorissa Dohr ’09.
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Class of ’08
Alex Carlson and Katie Sundquist Carlson ’09 welcomed their
first child, Oscar Kenneth Carlson, on August 22, 2012. “The
two have already begun the process of raising him to be a goofy
and outgoing scholar, so he will fit in at UMM!”

Marie Brun ’08: UMM at 14,246 feet, White Mountain,
California
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Theresa McMenomy ’08 returned to campus to talk with
students about careers with a Spanish degree from Morris.

Kevin Pope ’09 is the 2012 Teacher of the Year for the Morris
Area School District. Photo courtesy of Morris Sun Tribune.

Tara Connolly reports, “I recently
launched a new business called Art
& Elixer. We host painting events
at local Twin Cities restaurants so
that our group can enjoy cocktails
and appetizers while we guide
them through the painting of the
night. We are currently running
a Groupon deal and have been
receiving great reviews from those who attend our events.”

at a university in Watertown, South Dakota. Cully and Sara live
with their three children on the family farm in Henry, South
Dakota.”

Ian R. Jentz writes, “I am a proud alum of the University of
Minnesota, Morris. I am currently serving as a middle school
social studies teacher at KIPP Sunshine Peak Academy in Denver,
Colorado. KIPP stands for Knowledge is Power Program. KIPP
Colorado Schools are part of an extended family of 125 KIPP
schools nationwide. All KIPP schools are open-enrollment public
schools that admit all students, regardless of prior academic
record, conduct, or socio-economic background. We believe that
there are no shortcuts to success in school or in life. We fulfill our
mission by providing a safe and structured learning environment,
more time in school, and high-quality teachers. KIPP schools
have been widely recognized for putting underserved students on
the path to college. In the United States, fewer than one in five
low-income students typically attends college, but over 85 percent
of KIPP students matriculate to colleges and universities! Almost
all of our students will be the first ones in their families to attend
college. Part of our mission is to infuse our classrooms with
college culture to help bridge this gap.”
Class of ’09
Sara Tardy Simon “married Cully Simon on September 8, 2012,
at their home. Sara is currently working as an admissions advisor

Candi Novotny writes, “I am now raising three granddaughters.”
Sarah C. Estep-Larson, Fergus Falls, writes, “I was married on
March 10, 2012, to Nick Larson in Fargo, North Dakota. In May
I graduated cum laude with my JD from the University of North
Dakota. I sat for the North Dakota bar exam in July and was sworn
in as a member of the North Dakota Bar in September and the
Minnesota Bar in December. I am an associate attorney at the
Krekelberg, Skonseng & Miller law firm.”
Ben Greiling has been named the outstanding graduate
student in the Metropolitan State University College of Health,
Community and Professional Studies. He completed a master’s
degree on December 18, 2012. For his master’s thesis, Greiling
examined the effects of vacant housing in Dayton’s Bluff. He is a
mental health worker at Regions Hospital, Saint Paul.
Class of ’10
Tara Threadgill Nelson married Ben Nelson in June 2012 at the
University of Minnesota, Morris. Pictured, left to right, Top Row:
Jared Skala ’10, Blair Elliot ’09, Kevin
Daily ’10, Zak Threadgill ’13, Nate
Christensen ’11, Greg Moline ’10,
Nick Maciej ’09, Bottom Row: Melissa
Larkin ’11, Courtney Nikolaus ’10,
Tara Threadgill Nelson ’10, Andrea
Singleton ’10, Sarah Schwietering ’10,
and Arline Litchfield ’10.
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Morris Alumni Gain Recognition, Share Wisdom
For two consecutive years the English Department at West Virginia
University (WVU) has awarded a University of Minnesota, Morris
alumnus the Rebecca Mason Perry Award, which it presents to the
outstanding first-year graduate student of the academic year. Joshua
Johnson ’10 was the recipient of the 2011 honor, and Eric Wardell ’08
received it in 2012. Both men believe that their Morris educations
contributed to their post-undergraduate success.
Wardell graduated from Morris in 2008 with a bachelor of arts in
English and history. He then spent three years working in the writing
center and instructing writing classes at Dakota County Technical
College. He is currently pursuing a master of arts in professional
writing and editing at WVU. In May 2012, Wardell was awarded the
Rebecca Mason Perry Award.
Wardell credits his success to his time at Morris, noting “[at
Morris] you learn to apply yourself. You direct what you learn.” He
adds that rigorous coursework and a wide knowledge base as well as
personal attention from professors like Michael Lackey, associate
professor of English, contributed to his post-undergraduate success.
“It was in Professor Lackey’s African American literature class that
both [Johnson] and I were first encouraged to think about applying
to graduate school,” says Wardell. “This was important to shaping our
future decisions.” It was also in this class that Wardell and Johnson first
met and became friends.
Johnson graduated from Morris in 2010 after completing a
bachelor of arts in English. He then joined the program at WVU.
In the spring of his first year, Johnson was accepted to the Folger
Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC, where he studied with students from around the country. Between academic years he
taught classes, took a directed study, worked in the writing center, and assisted his department as an administrative assistant. In
2011, Johnson was presented with the Rebecca Mason Perry Award. He recently completed a master of arts in English.
Johnson shares Wardell’s appreciation of his Morris education, noting that the atmosphere of his undergraduate experience as
well as Morris classes and responsibilities prepared him for graduate work and his future. He plans to continue to present research
at conferences, to publish work, and to prepare for a doctoral program in media studies.
Editor’s Note: Johnson returned to Morris as an adjunct instructor of English in January 2013.

Class of ’11
Sarah Deutl writes, “Alyssa Kuglin ’08 and I have moved into
an apartment in New Hope! We (and our respective cats) are very
excited about our own place.”
Faculty/Staff
Former food service employee Mabel Melchert, Morris, passed
away November 2012.
Former teaching specialist in history Ronald E. Shaw, Clinton,
Iowa, passed away July 2012.
Former records office employee Anne Webster, Morris, passed
away December 2012. She is survived by several children,
including Twig Webster ’76 and wife Shaune Wonder ’98.
Retired food service employee Margaret Carlson, Cyrus, passed
away December 2012.
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Thomas Bengston, parking enforcement officer, Ken Hodgson,
associate professor of music, Michael O’Reilly, professor of
mathematics, and Tap Payne, professor of theatre arts, retired at
the end of the fall semester.
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Please include high resolution photos!
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Morris, MN 56267
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Next Class Notes deadline: May 20, 2013
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Men’s Cross Country

As the men’s cross country season came to a close, the
Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) honored two
Cougar runners—Chalmer Combellick ’16, Chokio; and Dan
Tiernan ’15, Morris; were named to the men’s UMAC
All-Conference Team. This was the first All-Conference
award for Tiernan and Combellick. Zach Smith ’16, Mora,
also received the UMAC Sportsmanship Award.
Combellick was named UMAC Cross Country Runner
of the Week on two occasions: on September 4, 2012, after he
placed second in his first race and broke the school 5k record,
and again on October 16, 2012, after winning the Martin Luther
Invitational with a time of 28:09.
The men’s cross country team took third place at the UMAC
Championship, finishing with 86 points. The Cougars were led
by their two All-Conference runners, Combellick and Tiernan.
Combellick finished with a time of 27:53.9, and Tiernan took
tenth with a time of 28:32.6. Other notable runners include
Charles Abraham ’14, Cambridge, who took eighteenth with
a time of 29:02.1; Declan McCrory ’15, Plymouth, who took
twenty-second with a time of 29:44.7; and Kyle Billet ’14, Isanti,
who took thirtieth with a time of 30:02.8.
Seven of the eleven runners on the men’s team finished with
career highs at their very last meet of the season. A majority of the
cross country runners are now training for the indoor track and
field season.

Women’s Cross Country

The women’s cross country team finished the year strongly.
Linda Keller ’13, Hawick; Amanda Peters ’15, Lonsdale; and
Madeline Gehrig ’14, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, were named to
the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) All-Conference
Team. Peters also received the UMAC Sportsmanship Award.
The team finished with 54 points at the UMAC
Championship, taking second behind St. Scholastica. There were
five Morris runners who finished in the UMAC Top 25. Keller
took first place; Peters placed eighth; Gehrig finished tenth;
Halee Morris ’15, Cokato, took sixteenth; and Rachel Wingenbach
’16, Mandan, North Dakota, placed twenty-second.
In her last season at Morris, Keller finished first in each of
the first six meets. She remained strong as the season progressed,
earning season-best times at every meet. Keller’s first big
win came at the historic Roy Griak Invitational, hosted by the
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, where she won her fourth
UMAC title with a time of 21:34. After winning the Central
Region Championship with a time of 21:32.8, Keller made
her fourth trip to the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Championships in Terre Haute, Indiana, where she
finished eighteenth with a time of 21:32.6. She also received her
third All-American award, the U.S. Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association (USTFCCCA) All-Region, Region
Athlete of the Year, and USA Track and Field (USATF) Athlete of
the Month in November.
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Soccer Press Box

The new soccer press box was funded,
in part, by generous gifts from private
donors, including Larry and Diane Zavadil
of Glenwood and American Solutions for
Business.

Men’s Soccer

After starting the season against a schedule of tough opponents, Morris rattled off
eight straight wins to get back in the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) title
race. The men’s soccer team finished as the UMAC runner-up with a 12-8-2 record and
hosted the UMAC Semi-final, beating North Central in a shootout. The Cougars nearly
picked up their second trip to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Tournament, but fell just short, losing 1-0 in the UMAC Championship.
The team had seven players honored by UMAC, including the UMAC Defensive
Player of the Year, Scott DeVries ’13, Maple Grove. DeVries was also a First Team
honoree, along with teammates Ebrima Badgie ’14, Banjul, The Gambia, and Jacob
Borash ’15, Harris. Dylan Urban ’13, Burnsville, was the lone representative on the
Second Team, while John Hastings ’15, Bloomington, and William Wachutka ’15, Eden
Prairie, received Honorable Mention. Devin Chuba ’15, Elk River, was named to the
All-Sportsmanship Team.

Women’s Soccer

The women were also the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) runnersup, both in the regular season and in the tournament, finishing the year 12-5-2. The
highlight of the season came when the team ended St. Scholastica’s ninety-nine-match
winning streak in UMAC play. The team also refused to give up a goal in all 12 wins and
played six consecutive games without giving up a goal. With a shutout percentage of 63
percent, Morris ranked twentieth in the nation.
Dan Magner was named UMAC Coach of the Year. Katie Kestner ’13, Phoenix,
Arizona, earned the Defensive Player of the Year title and was a First Team honoree.
Zoe Bergstrom ’14, Westminster, Colorado; Ally Heida ’15, Coon Rapids; and Rachael
Berns ’15, Stillwater, were also named to the First Team. Kelsi Kolle ’15, Sartell,
was named to the Second Team, and Kali Cordes ’13, Glenwood, was on the AllSportsmanship Team. Cordes was also named College Sports Information Directors
Association (CoSIDA) All-District, and Kestner was named National Soccer Coaches
Association of America (NSCAA) All-Region.
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Morris started the season with a 7-1 record and won its first three matches
at home. The Cougars finished 2012 with a 21-10 record, their most wins since
1994 and third-most in school history. It was the second-best season by winning
percentage in school history. The Cougars were 10-4 in the Upper
Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) and finished with a tie for
third in the conference. The senior class finished with 75 wins over
their four years, which is the most since the class of 1995.
Kaylie Clark ’14, Garden Plain, Kansas,
and Brita Humphrey ’13, Minnetonka, each
had their thousandth career digs in 2012, becoming
the tenth and eleventh players in school history to reach
that mark.
Five Cougars were individually honored by UMAC. Clark
received the UMAC Defensive Player of the Year award and
was named to the First Team along with Emily Auch ’15,
Benson. Jennifer Schmidt ’16, Heron Lake, and Abby
Tietz ’16, Moorhead, were named to the Second Team,
while Humphrey was named to the All-Sportsmanship Team.

The Cougars finished the year with a 6-4 record, marking the first
season with six wins since 2006. They finished fourth in the Upper
Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) and had eight players named to
the UMAC All-Conference Team. This senior class graduates with 20
career wins, the most since 2006.
Morris had one of their best offensive years in school history,
finishing with 2,530 yards passing and ranking fifty-third nationally in
yards per game. The passing defense was thirty-seventh in the nation,
allowing just 169 yards per game.
Cody Hickman ’15, Morris, was named to the First Team.
Brendon Foss ’14, Hancock; Evan Beranek ’16, New Prague; Caleb
Forstrom ’13, North Branch; and Trevor Checkal ’15, Delano, were
named to the Second Team. Cam Adel ’16, Cannon Falls; Dalton
DeGraffenreid ’16, Crane, Texas; and Chad Mathiowetz ’15, Sleepy
Eye, received Honorable Mention. Foss was also honored by the College
Sports Information Directors Association (CoSIDA), earning First Team
Academic All-American honors.
Winter/Spring 2013 Profile

Mark Fohl, athletic
director, updates and
Cougar announcements
There have
been a few changes
to the athletic staff
since last summer.
Jessica Devine was
hired as full-time
cross country/track
and field assistant.
Devine comes to
Morris from stints
at Ball State and
Minnesota State Mankato, where she
assisted with the track and field teams.
She competed at Winona State, where she
holds school records to this day. Stephen
Batcher was hired as the sports information
director after he worked at LouisianaLafayette and Concordia University, Saint
Paul. In addition, Matt Johnson and Paul
Grove have been named assistant athletic
directors. Johnson has already developed
plans for making immediate improvements
to the weight room. Grove began the
process of developing a plan for future
athletic facility improvements. Tony Kruger
also returns in an expanded position in
cross country and track.
It is an exciting time for our athletes
at Morris. Linda Keller ’13, Hawick, a
cross country runner, became a three
time All-American this year and finished
eighteenth in the NCAA Division III Cross
Country Championships. Brendon Foss
’14, Hancock, was named a First Team
College Sports Information Directors
Association (CoSIDA) Academic AllAmerican for football. The women’s soccer
team was awarded for their efforts in the
classroom as they were honored with the
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America (NSCAA) Team Academic Award
for having a team GPA above 3.29. It is the
sixth consecutive year in which they have
won this award. Katie Kestner ’13, Phoenix,
Arizona, became the first Cougar women’s
soccer player to be named NSCAA AllRegion since moving to Division III. We are
extremely proud of the accomplishments of
these teams and individuals.
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Women’s Golf

The women’s golf team took third
at the Northern Athletic Conference
(NAC) Championships. Olivia Bennett
’14, Marshall, led the team and placed
fourteenth, while Abby Fragodt ’14,
Benson, finished fifteenth. Jenna
Schneider ’16, Albany, took nineteenth,
and Emily Sunderman ’16, Cambridge,
took twenty-third.
The team won four of the seven meets
in which they competed this fall. The
Cougars won the Viking Invite as Fragodt
placed second and Bennett placed fourth.
Morris also won the Northwestern Invite
as Bennett took home first-place, winning
by seven strokes. The Cougars also won
the North Central Invite by 30 strokes and
the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference
(UMAC) Preview by 48.

Men’s Golf

The men’s golf team finished third at the Upper Midwest Athletic Conference
(UMAC) Championships this fall, led by Collin Anderson’s ’14, Rosemount, fourthplace finish. Derek Dionne ’13, Wahpeton, North Dakota, finished twelfth; John
Gieger ’16, New Prague, and Tyler Sachariason ’16, Montevideo, tied for fourteenth; and
Josh Littman ’16, Eden Prairie, took sixteenth.
Anderson earned All-UMAC Honors for the third time in his career. Anderson and
Dionne each finish their Cougar golf careers as three time All-Conference award winners.
Morris won the UMAC Preview early in the year as Dionne won the meet, earning
him UMAC Player of the Week. Dionne also won the North Central Invite during the
previous week. In their only dual meet of the year, the Cougars beat Martin Luther 6.5-5.

Friends of Cougar Football Annual Golf Outing
In August of 2012, the Friends of Cougar
Football held their annual golf outing
at the Pomme de Terre Golf Course
in Morris. Shown at right are: Don
Kleinschmidt ’86, Steve Schroeder ’85,
Paul Thielman ’87, Jay Johnson ’85,
and Dale Mehr ’86. The entire group
is shown below. This year’s event will be
held June 14, 2013, at Thumper Pond.

Participate in the 29th
annual Tinman Triathlon
Saturday, April 27, 2013!
Register online at active.com.
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A large group of Morris students attended Support the U Day at the Minnesota State Capitol on Thursday, February 7, 2013.

